Removing Obstacles & Blockages Crystal Stone Grid
Center: Indonesian Tektite (meteor impact glass)
Star & Inner Petal: Kyanite Blade
Additional Inner Position: Emerald
Triangle: Hiddenite
Open Circle: Amethyst Elestial
Dot: Chrysoprase
Square: Lapis & Cataclasite
Outside Circle: Malachite
This grid is a serious energy work/healing grid. I have used it personally and saw how significant
shifts happened somewhat rapidly after running it for a week in my bedroom. This grid is not playing.
If you feel like you have internal system blockages of any kind, or feel stymied or stuck from a
particular path, and you would like to throw some weight into the removal of those hindrances and
areas of lack of flow, this is absolutely the grid to use. I consider this a professional grade grid, so if
you are a practitioner that is regularly dealing with removing blockages from clients--dude, seriously,
this will help.
The stones selected for this grid are ones that have been traditionally known to slice through
inappropriate energies, such as kyanite, as well as those that are created or found under extremely
powerful elemental conditions, such as the tektite, and cataclasite. Additionally, stones that are good
for seeking out hidden issues and getting to the heart and core of an issue have been included, such as
malachite, emerald, chrysoprase, and hiddenite.
I recommend setting this grid up either under a massage table or chair for direct "sit and spin"
assistance. Also, this grid can be set up in a bedroom, near to where you are sleeping, and worked with
intention for whatever blockages that need to be removed to gracefully be removed, as a prayer before
you go to bed for the night. I also used a rue candle as the "center stone" for several of those nights
with fairly dramatic results, so be advised that you can integrate several modalities when doing this
kind of work.
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